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Match each of the following terms to its definition:

Vertical Top Vertical Right

Horizontal Forward Horizontal Left

1. __________ - toward the front; toward what is in front; to move
ahead

2. __________ - parallel to the ground or to the horizon

3. __________ - the left-hand part, side, or direction

4. __________ - true or correct; relating to the side of your body;
direction

5. __________ - opposite of bottom; the highest part of something

6. __________ - direction from the top; standing upright

7. __________ - parallel to the ground or to the horizon

8. __________ - direction from the top; standing upright
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Match each of the following terms to its definition:

Vertical Top Vertical Right

Horizontal Forward Horizontal Left

1. Forward - toward the front; toward what is in front; to move ahead

2. Horizontal - parallel to the ground or to the horizon

3. Left - the left-hand part, side, or direction

4. Right - true or correct; relating to the side of your body; direction

5. Top - opposite of bottom; the highest part of something

6. Vertical - direction from the top; standing upright

7. Horizontal - parallel to the ground or to the horizon

8. Vertical - direction from the top; standing upright
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